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Between Structure and Serendipity
by Ann Henderson

This is a DON’T MISS workshop. Although here two short years ago,
Charlie and Linda Riggs are returning because of popular request. The
six hours they teach and demonstrate are
crammed full with information as well as
entertainment. I can attest to the fact that
there isn’t a dull moment.
Charlie and Linda are partners in life as
well as in clay, and their combined artistic
achievements have resulted in magnificent
singular styles in raku and saggar-fired
pottery, beautifully simple shapes that are
magically transformed by their unique
surface treatments. Their fine-tuning of
organic combustibles consistently produces
a palette of soft colors on satin burnished
surfaces in their saggar pots, and their unique blending of chemicals with a
raku firing process results in lively pieces, resembling ocean waves crashing
on the surface. In addition to sharing their successful techniques, they will
also demonstrate two types of naked raku.

Raku & Alternative
Firing Techniques
with
Linda & Charlie Riggs
Master Potter Workshop
Saturday, February 17
10AM to 5PM
$60 ($55 CAG/WCCAG)
Bring a potluck dish to share

Linda explains that she and Charles began their collaboration as artists when
they changed their wedding vows to include, “in poverty and absurdity.”
She said it was hard keeping a straight
face during the ceremony, that it was
meant jokingly, but contained more
truth than they anticipated. Charlie tells
us that even with his more than 25 years
of experience, he is still challenged
by new glazing and firing techniques.
The creative experience is balanced
between structure and chaos. He sees
his work as a metaphor for creation,
“I create with a plan, exacting straight
smooth lines from the clay…When the
forms are finished, I have blank white
canvasses that are later submerged into a chaotic atmosphere of fire, smoke
and chemical fumes… The beauty of controlled form is transcended by the
limitless patters of serendipity.”
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MOAR THOUGHTS ON POTS
Bridget Moar, CAG President

Welcome back to the clay studio after another
long break. I hope your holidays were all that
you hoped for. I was busy knitting felted purses
during the break. What did you do to feed your
creative juices?
Civic Arts Education (CAE) Fees
Beginning in Spring Quarter, CAE will be charging ceramics students a fee
to use open studio. You will find other articles in this newsletter regarding
this change, but to recap: Open studio will now be available for all ceramics
students, not just CAG members, albeit they will pay a much higher fee to
use the studio. The fee will be assessed on a quarterly basis by CAE –
much as it is now for classes. You may pick and choose which quarters you
want to use – and pay for – open studio. The cost of open studio for CAG
members will be $43 for a 10 week session, and $34 for an 8 week (summer)
session. For non-CAG members the cost will be $100 per 10 week quarter
and $80 per 8 week quarter. CAE will be administering this program, and
all of these monies will go directly to the City of Walnut Creek. There is no
change to the CAG membership dues at this time; however, this is under
review by the board.
December Sale
After the presentation of the Levin awards, the December sale opened
with a bang. The studio was filled with shoppers who were entertained
with lovely music by CAG members (and their families). The studio never
looked better, with attractive displays of wares for sale. Thank you to Ann
Henderson and Mary Miller for acting as sale chairpersons and to all who
participated and worked at the sale. We are in need of a chairperson for the
April sale. Who will step up to the plate? If you are interested, please let
me, or another board member know.
Salt Kiln
This quarter’s Salt Kiln class is building a new (and much needed) salt
kiln for the studio. The first step for the class was dismantling the old kiln.
Amazingly, 8 people were able to remove every brick from the old kiln in
only one hour. What a record! Now Pete can sleep soundly; and despite
some misguided bricks, Virginia Rigney’s walking fine.
People News
I, after 7 years of no financial reward for various responsibilities, have taken
a part-time job at Title Nine – a women’s active and casual wear clothing
store. I’m not sure why I felt the need to add more to my plate, but I am
enjoying the stimulation of something new.
Pino is still looking for the remainder of his pants legs. Let him know if you
find any for him.
I hope you are all able to keep warm during this frigid weather! Hope to see
you in the studio soon.


SNEAK PREVIEW

ARTREACH SIXTH-GRADERS
ArtReach is coming back to the
clay arts studio this spring. Sixthgraders from Walnut Creek Intermediate School will be visiting the
ceramics studio as part of their humanities program. They learn about
ceramics in history and in various
cultures and get a bit of hands-on
experience in the process.
Ellen Sachtscale will be teaching
the hands-on portion of the program where students actually construct a hand-built piece out of clay
that will be fired for them. Someone
else will give a guided tour of the
clay arts studio, teaching the students about the ceramics process as
it is practiced here. In addition the
students will receive a short demonstration on handbuilding and another on wheel throwing.
The students come through the studio in groups of about fifteen each.
There are usually two or four groups
a day and they will be coming from
the end of April until the first week
in June on some Tuesdays, some
Thursdays and some Fridays. We
welcome these students as future
potters and CAG members.

Gail Ruvalcaba demonstrating handbuilding to sixth-graders in a former
ARTREACH Program

ON SUNDAY, APRIL 29th, WATCH A SPECIAL, SNEAK PREVIEW
OF AN EXCITING NEW FEATURE-LENGTH DOCUMENTARY!

“BRUSH WITH LIFE”

The Art of Being Edward Biberman
Directed and Produced by Jeff Kaufman
Interviews with longtime Clay Arts Guild member,
Sonja Biberman
WHERE: Shadelands Auditorium, 111 Wiget Lane, Walnut Creek
WHEN: Sunday, April 29 at 2 pm
HOW MUCH: $10 minimum donation
BENEFITTING: The Clay Arts Guild and the Friends of Civic Arts
Education Foundation Scholarship Program.
Light refreshments will be served
following the 1 ½ hour film
Edward Biberman’s extraordinary paintings may not have brought him great
fame and fortune, but there are far better ways to judge art and life. Biberman
(1904-1986) followed a singular path
that led to a visionary body of work, and
along the way introduced him to some
of the most creative figures of the 20th
century, including memorable encounters with Paul Robeson, Lena Horne,
Joan Crawford, Frida Kahlo, Isamu
Noguchi, Alexander Calder, Salvador
Dali, Georgia O’Keefe, Dashiell Hammett, Martha Graham, Diego Rivera,
Gale Sondergaard, and Edward Weston. To learn more about the incredible
life of this painter, visit the website that Jeff Kaufman has set up: <www.
edwardbiberman.com>
Sonja Biberman, longtime Clay Arts Guild member and wife of Edward
Biberman, will be in attendance to share memories of her husband. On
hand also will be Jeff Kaufman, director and producer of the film. This
work is being considered for for the Tribeca Film Festival from April 25May 6 in New Youk. It will be released for the public later this year.



Book Review

Hopper believes the aesthetic appeal and usefulness of
a piece is ultimately determined by the way structural
details (feet, spouts, lids, handles, lugs, and knobs) are
incorporated into the basic form of the pot. The author
provides practical techniques and suggestions (including
11 different lid-making techniques!) for creating
structural details that are both visually appealing and
functional. Individual chapters describe the challenges
in making pottery designed for specific functions—
eating, drinking, storage, etc.

by Tom Winn
Book: Functional Pottery
Author: Robin Hopper

Functional Pottery by Robin Hopper examines the
challenges of balancing aesthetics and practicality when The book closes by showcasing 16 ceramic artists
whose work ranges from traditional to contemporary. It
features photographs of each artist’s work, a biography,
and short descriptions of the artist’s studio, work habits,
and creative philosophy.

Functional Pottery is a good choice for potters who
want to produce visually appealing pieces that are truly
functional. The book is packed with informative text
and is richly illustrated with photographs, drawing, and
tables that help make the concepts clear.

WASH YOUR BATS
One of the most disconcerting preparations for throwing
pots in the studio is having to wash the bat before you
use it. When working in a community environment
such as ours, courtesy dictates that you wash your bats
before returning them to the racks or shelves, and please
do return them to the racks or shelves; don’t simply
leave them in the sponge drainer. This applies to ALL
throwing and handbuilding bats, wooden, plastic and
plster — but not foam trimming bats.
creating functional pottery for everyday use. Although
the book includes some instructional material specific
to throwing, the concepts are useful to all potters,
whether your forte is handbuilding or throwing.
Functional Pottery is not a thick book, but it gives
the reader a bit of everything. It provides a history
of functional pottery from cultures around the world.
It outlines the aesthetic theories regarding form and
proportion in art. But above all, it reminds the potter
that functional pieces should strike a balance between
visual appeal, effective design, and ease of use.



Wash your bats or the bat witch’ll getcha!

Hot Tip

Note from CAG Board
by Fern Skowland, Past President

Submitted by Betsy Kaye

The Committee of Skowlund, Porcella and Kean has
spent a year of their time and energy meeting, discussing and emailing Civic Arts Education (CAE) management, trying to work out an agreement on their proposed
new fee for use of open studio. During that time we,
CAG, donated $5500 towards the open studio monitor
program and several thousand more dollars to the new
salt kiln.

Save those hotel shower caps. When spraying glaze,
cover the wheel head with a shower cap. Clean up is
as easy as rinsing it under water. Use different caps for
different glazes. Speeds up the glazing time too!

Unfortunately, it became clear that the City had an
agenda that was, in essence, not negotiable. Their goal:
make the clay program pay for itself. Their method: either make CAG rent the studio or make every student
who uses open studio pay a fee to CAE. Further, despite our efforts, they would not budge on the amount
of the fee they planned to charge CAG members. We
are forced to conclude this was not a good faith negotiation on the part of CAE. We certainly do not agree or
accept responsibility for “crafting the new open studio
structure” quoting from Kathy Nelson’s, CAE Director,
memo of 12/19/06.

Betsy earned a bag of clay for her valuable tip. Now it’s your turn. Just write a
description and email:
annadele@comcast.net
with your clever idea. We don’t care
where you saw it as long as you’re the
first one to submit it to HOT TIP. If
you get the idea from a friend, teacher,
book or magazine, it would be nice to
acknowledge the source.

The new fee structure charges our CAG members $43.00
per 10-week quarter and $34.00 for summer quarter.
This is in addition to CAG dues. Non-CAG members
will pay $100.00 and $80.00 respectively.

will continue to sign up and train monitors. Monitors
will be compensated with a waiver of their open studio
fee. Everyone who uses the studio during these times,
including the monitors, will need to sign in and out.

Having said all this, we still feel that CAG’S goals are
the same as ever; to help improve the skills of our members and to continue helping keep this studio the fine
place it is. It is now a question of how to accomplish
these goals in light of the new CAE fee structure. No
one can predict what the results of CAE’s changes will
be on the guild or on the clay program in general.

Sales
No change.
Other questions are still up in the air.

There are many unanswered questions about how this
will work, and the CAE office will need to deal with
them, as this change is a work in progress. The CAG
The CAG board will be examining how we do business, Board is drafting a response to be sent to CAE and to
long and short term. We will evaluate our dues structure various City of Walnut Creek officials expressing our
among other things to minimize costs to our members. disappointment that we were not allowed effective input to the decision about open studio fees. If members
have questions or concerns, please feel free to express
About monitors and open studio
them to CAE and the City on your own. As for workThere will be approximately 30 hours of open studio ing out all the details of these new procedures, we can
time per week. Determining those specific hours will only urge you to be patient, patient, patient as this all
be a collaborative effort between CAG and CAE. CAG plays out.


ANNUAL DECEMBER SALE FEATURES NEW LOOK
Sale chairs, Ann Henderson and Mary Miller directed
the revamping of the studio for the big annual sale by
purchasing new table and equipment covers, and with
the donation from
S h a d elands of
a number
of six-foot
tables, a
new arrangement
in the potters wheel
area.
Teri Sugg playing fiddle with Gail Milies & family
Mike Meleyco and his crew did all the heavy work
getting the studio ready. With the help of Jackie Omo
and Janice Ketley, the center and backroom pedestal areas were transformed into a showcase of every
student’s best work. The two chairs also made the decision not to include a big white tag sale of donations
this time, but rather feature the high quality work that
most of our students produce.
Big crowds assembled opening night, and sales topped
last year’s gross by over $1,000. Much of this was due
to the diligent work of Robert Shelton and Virginia
Rigney who handled the publicity and production of
postcards, and Laura Morris who chaired cashier
duties. Sue Ferro, the CAG hospitality chair, handled
all the Thursday night outlay of tasty food and our
own “private wine labels.” Live Music entertained
the Thursday crowds with Teri Sugg and her family
playing a variety of music styles including Celtic, and
new participants, CAG member Gail Miles and her
family playing lively bluegrass music.
A record number of participants, 57 students and
instructors, participated this year, with 9 also exhibiting
at the Shadelands Sale. CAG’s gross from both these
areas was $18,547.


Ann and Mary would like to thank everyone who
pitched in to make this a successful sale, with special
thanks to David Hill who took over at the last minute to
chair cleanup. Ann is in the process of reorganizing the
sales instruction manual in an effort to make this job as
easy as possible for future sale chairs.

December 2006 Sales Facts
1. Most items sold: 29
2. Highest % sold: 100%
3. Most items for sale: 77
4. Fewest items for sale: 5
5. Highest asking price: $900
7. Number of participants: 57
8. Number of participants who sold
something: 52 or 91%
9. Number who sold over 50%: 17
10. Highest price sold: $250
11. Number of participants who sold pieces
priced at $100 or above: 7
12. Number of participants whose total sales
were $400 or greater: 8
13. Number of participants whose total
sales were over $700: 1

CAG “SHOW AND TELL” — Formerly Mini-Workshops
By Tamara Selvig

This quarter, the presentations will be on
Wednesdays at 2:00PM
Show and Tell sessions are another wonderful benefit
of your Clay Arts Guild Membership. Some of our talented Guild Members are offering to “show” their special skills and “tell” you how you can incorporate these
techniques into your own creations. Each of these artists has more than a decade of experience they are generously sharing with others. I guarantee these sharing
sessions will be enjoyable and advance your skills!
Mark your calendar today so you can be sure to attend.
Here is the exciting lineup:

Joan Ibarolle

Wednesday, Jan. 31st
What Makes a Baby a
Baby?
with Joan Ibarolle
Come learn how to
sculpt a baby’s head.
Learn the anatomy
and proportions and
the distinct differences
between a baby’s head
and an adult’s head.
Beginners welcome!

Wednesday, February 7
Building a Better Box
with Gordon Ward
A demonstration of simple techniques for slab construction using tar paper. The use of tar paper allows working
with soft slabs to construct forms with less distortion,
since it gives the clay a “backbone” during construction. Working with softer clay also allows for faster
joining with fewer firing defects (cracking). Right after
the piece is formed, the tar paper is removed
so the piece can dry properly. Additional detailing can
be added (or subtracted) in the leather hard stage.
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Gordon’s tar paper pot

Wednesday, February 14
Light Up the Night
with Ann Henderson
Ann will discuss the criteria for making a variety of ceramic lamps either wheel-thrown or handbuilt — table
lamps, nightlights, lanterns. She
will talk about various lamp
parts and demonstrate how to
assemble different types of electric lamps using the parts. There
will also be a discussion of what
to look for in a lampshade, ei-

Ann’s Lamps: Upper right
nightlight in lantern-type
housing; left, traditional
lamp with shade; lower
right, nightlight

Carol E. Levin
Scholarship Awards

Gordon Ward received his scholarship based on
the recommendation of his instructor, Pete Coussoulis, who said of Gordon, “He has introduced
new and exciting works into our studio and he is
very willing to share. He brings a welcome new
energy.” Gordon has over thirty years as a clay
artist. He lived in Oregon for years and has just
recently returned to the Bay Area where he grew
up.

About fifty guests attended a gala
reception to honor the four new
Carol E. Levin scholarship winners
before the ceramics sale on December 7th. The jury and scholarship
committee chose the winners from
a wide range of experience levels, a
Gordon Ward
couple for their achievements and a
couple for the promise they exhibPete also recommendited in this very early level of expe- ed Kathleen Seabury, a relatively new artist
rience.
with, as Peter comments, “outstanding potential.
I would definitely like to encourage her to keep
Sculpture instructor, Cynthia Siegal, recommended Shirley Nagel, growing — love her work!” Kathleen is trying
saying that she was. “…struck by to balance the needs of a young family and her
Shirley’s passion about her work, growth as an artist. She feels that in clay she has
found something that has “human meaning and
creates a silent language.”

Kathleen Seabury

Shirley Nagel

its form, subject matter and surfaces. Her admiration and respect
for figuration in clay is wonderful to watch. Her work is enchanting.” About the process of
sculpting, Shirley explains, “Starting with a clump of wet clay, the
process seems to start with an idea
until the object takes on its own life.
Following the ‘lead’ with no plan in
mind is the best part. You are always
aware of when you reach that point,
and that is when the work becomes
effortless and enjoyable.”

Daniella Ashford

Daniella Ashford, the newest potter among
the winners, is a “natural” according to her
instructor Ann Henderson. Daniella entered
the class late, but with a few short instructions
from her teacher, was quickly throwing four to
five-pound bowls, a fete most beginners only
dream to accomplish. Those who work with
clay will recognize Daniella’s comment about
pottery, “When I make pottery, my worries
turn off.”

The memorial Carol E. Levin scholarship, awarded bi-annually to deserving clay artists, is sponsored by Carol’s family. Her sisters, Claudia Kaplan and Susan Simms, were present at the reception for the winners. June
Pass, Carol’s mother has attended all other receptions honoring the scholarship recipients, but was unavailable to attend this one. You can see some of
the work of the winners displayed in the studio window. The exhibit window was also donated to the studio by her family in memory of Carol.


Let it shine, Let it shine, Let it shine…
by Jackie Gerry
Calling All Clay Art Students
It’s time once again to start thinking about
our next competition, the annual CAG
sponsored ceramics contest. Get those creative juices flowing and come up with a
winning CANDLE,
CANDLELABRA
or CANDEL LANTERN, anything to
do with candles. It
can be architectural
or sculptural —
thrown or handbuilt
— elaborately decorative or elegantly
simple,
whatever
suits your fancy.

help do the flyers and posters, help putting the pieces out the
day of the contest, as well as marking the pots with their numbers on them, and clean up. Please contact me if you are interested at 925-209-5130. It’s a lot of fun to participate in and
work on this contest.

Candle Contest Rules:
1) Entries must be made in studio.
2) Entries must be able to hold a candle in
some way
3) Potters/Sculptors must have taken at
least one Civic Arts clay class in the past
year

The date is Tuesday,
March 13th, and the
reception will start
at 5:00PM. Even if you don’t enter something, come to the reception and see all the
wonderful creations of your fellow potters.
Refreshments will be served and the winners announced during this time. As usual,
there will be wonderful prizes in the following four categories, best:

4) No more than two entries per person (a
signle entry can be a set of candlesticks)

(1) Imaginative
(2) Creative combination of Function and
Form
(3) Figurative
(4) Popular vote
Entry forms will be available in the studio at least two weeks before the contest,
and you may leave entries boxed with your
name in the library between March 9th and
9:00AM March 13th.
One important note - I will need a committee to help work on this contest. Some of
the jobs will be: buying the refreshments,


Oolong Teas: Oolong teas are semi-green. They have
a flowery, peach aroma, and do not need milk, sugar,
or lemon.

What’s in
Your Teapot?
By Susie Quan Wong

As legends are told, one relates how in 2737 BC, the
Chinese emperor Shen Nung discovered tea by accident,
when leaves from a tea tree fell into water being boiled to
drink. Tea has always been associated with good health,
first used in China exclusively as a medicinal drink. This
reputation followed tea to the Netherlands and then to
Britain. Tea is grown in 18 countries across the tropics
in Asia, Africa and South America, from countries as different as Kenya, Sri Lanka, Argentina and Indonesia.
							
The following is a list of blends, origins and character
from a book titled Tea by Rob Alcraft. There are thousands of varieties of teas, but I limited this description
to only a few in common groups.
Black Teas: Most of the tea in Europe and North
America today is black tea and originates from India,
Sri Lanka, Kenya and Indonesia.
English Breakfast Origin: Blended teas from India, Sri
Lanka and East Africa
• Robust, rich taste
• Bright coppery color
• Ideal accompaniment to breakfast
• Drink with milk, or lemon
Earl Grey Origin: Blended black tea from China flavored with Bergamot citrus, oil
• Distinct mild, smoky tea with a citrus flavor
• Pale golden in color
• Refreshing tea for any time of day
• Drink black, or with a little milk, or with lemon
Green Teas: Green teas are lighter and more subtle in
flavor than black, and are the world’s oldest varieties,
possibly over 5,000 years old. Today in China, Japan
and across the east, most tea is green.
Green Gunpowder Origin: Zhejiang Province, China
• Fragrant, lingering taste
• Rich green color
• Can be served with meals
Sencha Origin: Japan
• Delicate grassy taste, almost sweet
• Pale yellow color
• Refreshing tea for light meals.
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Ti Kwan Yin Origin: Fujian Province, China
• Subtle but distinctive flavor
• Pale golden color
• Drink with meals, or on its own
• Don’t add milk or sugar, Oolong teas can be an
acquired taste if you are used to black tea drunk
the English way
Pouchong Origin: Taiwan and also Fujian Province,
China
• Distinct, fresh almost sweet taste
• Light golden color
• Drink black, without milk or sugar
China White Teas:
White teas are among the worlds rarest. The secret is in
the time and the way in which they are picked.
White Pekeo
Origin: Fujian Province, China
• Mellow taste with a hint of sweetness
• Pale, clear color
Silver Needle
Origin: Fujian Province, China
• Clean, mellow taste
• Fresh honey-sweet fragrance
• Pale yellow brew
• Do not add sugar or milk
Herbal Teas: Tea itself was first used as an herbal tea
and remedy. It was thought of as just one of many
herbs that could be used to treat illness and stimulate
the body and mind.
Chamomile Chamomile is reputed to calm, helping
relieve anxiety and stress, and soothe digestion. It also
helps relaxation.
• Bright, clear, golden tea
• Soft, musty aroma with apple taste
Mint tea Mint, peppermint in particular, is believed to
refresh, calm and aid digestion.
• Strongly aromatic
Chai: Chai is the national drink of India. Chai means
tea in Hindi, and comes from the Cantonese Chaa. Chai
is hot, spiced milk tea. It is sold everywhere and made
at home according to treasured family recipes. Chai
has recently become popular in America.

END OF SESSION
FIRING and CLEANUP
PROCEDURES
The last two weeks of classes
should be devoted to finishing work
for Bisque or glazing
NOTE: All work must be removed
from damp room and bisque shelves
by 9 PM, Saturday, March 17.
You do not have to clean out lockers if returning for spring session.

FOR PETE’S SAKE
Notes from the Desk of the Studio Manager
CALENDAR: DATES TO REMEMBER
SAT./ FEB. 17.........MASTER POTTER WORKSHOP
WITH CHARLES & LINDA RIGGS
(NO CAG OPEN STUDIO)
MON./ FEB. 19........STUDIO CLOSED
PRESIDENTS’ DAY HOLIDAY
SAT./ MAR. 17........LAST CLASS OF QUARTER

THIS PART IS VERY
IMPORTANT.....
ALL WORK LEFT IN KILN
ROOM FOR BISQUEING
OR GLAZE FIRING AFTER MONDAY - MARCH 5
...WILL BE SAVED AND BE
AVAILABLE FOR PICK UP
AFTER THE BEGINNING OF
SPRING QUARTER ...MONDAY MARCH 26
Thank you to all who helped with
the pre-sale cleanup.

SUN./ MAR. 18........STUDIO CLEAN-UP PARTY (10 AM)
MON./MAR. 19........STUDIO CLOSED
THRU
SUN./MAR 25
MON./MAR 26..........SPRING QUARTER BEGINS
NOTES FROM THE KILN ROOM: Many thanks to all those who
participated in the kiln-building class this winter quarter. With their hard
work, we will have a brand new salt kiln up and firing for the Spring
Session…HURRAH!

√ Check out the studio
exhibit on the Shape of
the Middle East, compliments of Emily Blanc.

THE CAG OPEN STUDIO HOURS
ARE AS FOLLOWS...
FOR A TOTAL OF 30 HOURS

Mon.......................4 - 7 pm
Tue ........................4 - 7 pm
Wed......................12 - 4 pm
Thur.......................4 - 7 pm
Fri........................12 - 7 pm
Sat .......................12 - 6 pm
Sun..................... 1 - 5 pm

		
√ Watch for the next exhibit in middle February
on raku firing, feturing
Roger Yee and Michael
Berkley’s classes.
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What’s Happening in the Clay World
EXHIBITIONS:

CALL for ENTRIES:

FEATS OF CLAY™ XIX. —
April 29 – May 28
The historic Gladding McBean
Factory in Lincoln, CA is hosting
a juried exhibition of between 70
and 80 ceramic works by artists
from throughout the nation. Juror
is Judith Duff, a full-time studio
potter from North Carolina.

CALIFORNIA CLAY
COMPETITION
The Artery
207 G Street
Davis, CA 95616
Entry deadline: February 20, 2007
Show: April 22 - June 2, 2007

Eligibility: California Ceramic
Artists
Tours are offered from 9:00 a.m. Juror: James Frederick Melchert
to 12:00 p.m., Wednesday through Submissions: Max. 3 slides per
entry (3 entries max)
Sunday.

Ticket Prices: $10.

For more information: 530 7588509 or artery@davis.com

For more information contact Lincoln Arts, (916) 645-9713,
www.lincolnarts.org.

MudFire is excited to announce
“Put A Lid On It”, a juried exhibit
and competition of lidded forms
in clay. The deadline to apply is
March 1, 2007. There will be three
$100 Curator’s Choice awards
granted.
Download the “Call For Artist information and Entry Form” at:
http://www.mudfire.com/lidshow-CFA-2007.htm
If you have any questions, please
contact:
MudFire Clayworks and Gallery
175 Laredo Dr Decatur, GA
30030 • 404-377-8033
www.mudifre.com

CLAYARTSGUILD
Civic Arts Education of
Walnut Creek

PO Box 8039
Walnut Creek, CA 94556

To view the CAG Newsletter in full color, go to our website: www.clayarts.com
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